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1.2. LIMITED COPYRIGHT TRANSFER: In consideration for publication and dissemination of our
work, we grant the organizers of CAiSE’03 (15th International Conference on Information Systems
Engineering, Klagenfurt/Velden, June 16-20, 2003) the right to publish our following contribution to
CAiSE’03: both in the printed and in the electronic proceedings „CAiSE’03 Forum“:
Title:
Authors:
2. Author re-use of work: Both as a professional courtesy, and in recognition of contemporary needs
of authors/researchers/information providers and users in a globally connected information cyber
system, copyright transfer is limited to the extent that the author(s) or the author’s employer (if
applicable):
a) retain PROPRIETARY RIGHTS, other than copyright, such as patent rights in any procedure,
process, or means of manufacture depicted in the contribution;
b) retain ORAL PRESENTATION RIGHTS;
c) retain PREPRINT DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS, including posting as electronic files on the
contributor’s own Web site for personal or professional use, or on the contributor’s internal
university/corporate intranet or network, or other external Web site at the contributor’s university
or institution,
d) retain PHOTOCOPYING, ONLINE TRANSMITTAL, OR DOWNLOADING RIGHTS to any
colleagues for the advancement of scientific research
e) retain REPUBLICATION RIGHTS in any book written or edited by the contributor himself, or
herself, in any edited work for which the contributor is the sole editor or senior editor, or teaching
course pack prepared or written by the contributor.
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rights of others;
that the author(s) is (are) not infringing upon anyone else’s copyright
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